Criteria for Affiliation: Recovery Residence Provider Organizations
Purpose of these affiliation criteria
The proposed criteria listed below address the requirement that affiliates be effective organizations,
with defined membership and administrative policies, and are able to implement and enforce NARR
standards with integrity. This document package contains NARR’s affiliate criteria, the affiliate
application, a description of the levels of service which define residences under the NARR standard, and
finally a fee exhibit and worksheet.
Regional recovery residence provider organizations wishing to become NARR affiliates are expected to
meet these criteria:

1. Organizational structure
1.1. The affiliate must have a defined membership, including a minimum number of two recovery
residence providers.
1.2. The affiliate must have a formal organizational and leadership structure.
1.3. The affiliate must have and effectively administer a formal process for membership applications
and renewals. Membership renewal reviews should be conducted at least biannually.
1.4. The affiliate must conduct regular officer or leadership meetings, and regular membership
meetings. Leadership and membership meetings must take place quarterly at a minimum.
1.5. The affiliate must be a nonprofit organization or unincorporated association.

2. Existing affiliate standards for provider members and related processes
2.1. The affiliate must maintain a set of existing standards for its provider members. NARR reserves
the right to review these standards as part of the application process, but will not require the
degree of specificity embodied in our own standard for recovery residences.
2.2. The affiliate’s existing standards must include a code of ethics or provisions in its standards
which are equivalent to a code of ethics.
2.3. The affiliate must have and effectively administer a defined process for ensuring adherence to
its standards.
2.4. The affiliate has an established and publicized process for resolving disputes and complaints
from residents, former residents and from the general public. It must require members to
notify it about deaths, serious injuries, abuse, serious misconduct or neglect at member
residences. It must require its members which are licensed, registered or otherwise regulated
by a governmental or officially recognized regulatory authority to report any disciplinary or
equivalent actions taken against them.
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2.5. Upon adoption of NARR standards for recovery residences, affiliated provider organizations will
be expected to adopt these standards for their own members. NARR will develop a process by
which affiliates may seek deviations and waivers from published NARR standards. An exception
will not be required if the standard exceeds the NARR standard.
2.6. The affiliate must require of its members that it be notified in the event of material changes in
ownership or management of member organizations.
2.7. The affiliate must be clear in its communication with the public that its members are
independent organizations and that the affiliate does not manage the operations of its
members or of their residences.

3. Records management
3.1. The affiliate must maintain adequate records of membership and standards compliance.
3.2. The affiliate must maintain clear, accurate and complete financial records and make them
available to members upon request.

4. Contribution to NARR’s vision and mission
4.1. The affiliate must be able to participate in NARR activities and initiatives, even though the
extent of that participation will depend on the resources available to the affiliate to engage in
such participation.
4.2. The affiliate must be willing and able to participate in NARR-sanctioned data collection and
research efforts.
4.3. The affiliate agrees to financially support NARR through payment of affiliate fees. A fee
schedule for residences eligible for NARR affiliation is attached as Exhibit 1.

Initial and renewal applications
Applicants should be prepared to submit two letters of support from organizations in its service area
with which they have active organizational relationships.
Affiliation is valid for one year from the date of acceptance by the NARR Executive Committee. Renewal
applications must be submitted annually in advance of the anniversary date of the affiliate relationship.
In addition to the criteria listed above, applicants are expected to provide information on the following
(space for this information is provided in the application):
•
•
•

Accomplishments during the preceding 12 months,
Plans for activities and projects in the coming 12 months,
Membership census information including:
o Number of providers
o Number of residences at each level of support defined in the residential standards
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o

Residential capacity by level of support

Terms and conditions
Affiliates agree to cooperate with NARR in efforts to resolve complaints received by NARR about the
affiliate or about its individual members.
The affiliate relationship is severable by either party with a 30 day notice period. Affiliates may appeal
NARR disaffiliation decisions to the Membership Committee.

Amendment of these criteria
These criteria apply to founding and initial applicants for affiliation. NARR may amend these criteria
periodically according to a process similar to that adopted for amending its standard for recovery
residences.

Submitting applications
Please complete the entire application form electronically and submit the form via email if at all
possible. If submitting by email, please send a signed copy of the last page of the application either as a
scanned document via email or by postal mail to the address below.
Applications should be sent to info@narronline.com. Please send checks and any hard copy applications
to:
National Association of Recovery Residences
5456 Peachtree Blvd., Suite 431
Atlanta, GA 30341
The Executive Committee will review applications and notify applicants of its affiliation decisions as soon
as possible after all information has been reviewed.

Recovery residences not affiliated with a local or regional provider organization
The affiliation criteria listed above, and this application form, apply only to regional and local provider
organizations, not to individual providers. Individual providers eligible for membership in a NARRaffiliated regional provider organization are encouraged to affiliate with such an organization.
Membership in an affiliated regional organization will confer all the benefits of NARR affiliation.
Unaffiliated providers in areas not served by regional provider organizations are strongly encouraged to
work with other quality providers to form qualifying regional provider organizations. NARR is available
to assist in that process.
Individual providers unable to join an affiliated provider organization for geographic or other reasons
will be able to obtain individual NARR affiliate status provided they meet criteria we will develop for that
purpose.
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Exhibit 1: Annual affiliate fees
This table applies to recovery provider associations requesting NARR affiliation according to the criteria
described above.

Annual Fees for Recovery Residence Provider
Associations
Annual association application fee
$ 150.00
Plus these amounts per unit of capacity
Per Level 1 bed
$
0.50
Per Level 2 bed
$
0.70
Per Level 3 bed
$
1.00
Per Level 4 bed
$
1.50
Until October 2012, first year affiliate fees will be capped at a
maximum 1000 beds per association.
The total annual fee is the sum of the application fee and the capacity-based charge. Half of the annual
fee is due upon application, with the balance due within 90 days of acceptance.
The capacity-based portion of the affiliate fee applies only to those association residences which are
eligible for NARR affiliation. We understand that associations and providers may also support or operate
residences which are not recovery residences as defined by our standards. Those unrelated residences
need not be included in calculating the NARR affiliation fee.
Please contact NARR to discuss fee issues which may uniquely affect your association. We do not wish to
deny affiliation to any quality organization if the only obstacle is an inability to meet the financial
obligations outlined above.
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